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Which Situs Is Best? 
 

The race is on among jurisdictions hoping to attract trust business with client-friendly 
laws. Here's who's leading the pack right now — and why 

 

By Daniel G. Worthington & Mark Merric  

 

The unsettled estate tax environment and harsh economic 
climate have created a new competitiveness: to be 
considered the “best” jurisdiction for trusts and win the 
most trust business. Clients certainly are benefitting. If 
they select the right jurisdiction for their particular set of 
needs, they may be able to transfer wealth for generations, 
even perpetually, without paying additional state and 
federal transfer taxes.1 

The challenge for advisors, of course, is to help clients 
pick the right jurisdiction. That task usually involves 
evaluating how a jurisdiction has formulated its trust laws, 
including its rule against perpetuities (RAP) — the rule 
that essentially makes sure an interest in a trust vests in a 
certain time and doesn't go on indefinitely. Over the past 
60 years, 26 states and the District of Columbia have 
abolished or modified their RAPs, in whole or in part, so 
that trusts created in those jurisdictions can last forever, or 
at least for very long periods of time: from 150 years in 
some places, up to 1,000 years in others. 

But while the RAPs are key in what makes a jurisdiction 
work well for trust purposes, there are other factors, 
including: state and local tax laws; modern trust laws 
providing future flexibility; asset protection laws; and 
how trust migration may reduce a beneficiary's 
distribution interest when compared to other beneficiaries. 

In our view, the top four jurisdictions for 20102 (listed by 
the year they adopted their perpetuities legislation) are 
South Dakota,3 Delaware, Alaska and Nevada. Wyoming 
and New Hampshire get honorable mentions. Most of the 
remaining trust jurisdictions have lagged behind with 
respect to modern trust and asset protection laws. 

 

We've based our rankings on objective criteria that will 
provide you with useful tools to consider the nuances of 
all the jurisdictions' laws and how these laws might serve 
your clients' needs — or adversely impact them. So 
armed, you can help your clients maximize their wealth-
planning strategies. (See “Situs at a Glance,” p. 64.) 

Perpetual or Near-perpetual 

Under the common law RAP, adopted from British 
common law, an interest in trust must vest, if at all, within 
the period of “a life in being, plus 21 years (plus a 
reasonable period for gestation).” Several states adopted 
the Uniform Statutory Rule Against Perpetuities 
(USRAP), which has the effect of setting the duration of a 
trust to the greater of the RAP or 90 years. 

In 1986, Congress adopted the generation-skipping 
transfer (GST) tax regime that incorporated some 
assumptions and safe harbors that were patterned after 
either the RAP or the USRAP. But three jurisdictions 
already had abolished their RAP, and instead adopted a 
more flexible Rule Against Alienation and Suspension of 
Powers (RAASP): Idaho (1957), Wisconsin (1969), and 
South Dakota (1983). This established the first perpetual 
trust jurisdictions. 

Today, Internal Revenue Code Section 2642 provides 
GST tax exemption of $3.5 million for each spouse, 
meaning that a married couple may exempt up to $7 
million in assets from the GST tax. When the estate tax 
exemption and effective perpetual trusts and planning 
strategies are combined, large estates may legally 
eliminate transfer taxes. While the GST tax is scheduled 
to be eliminated for 2010, Congress will likely
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